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From Reader Review Lucifer (2015-) #1 for online ebook

Natalie says

Gabriel is such a bitch baby. The design of hell seems a little generic but we'll see where this goes...

Casey Anderson says

Interesting. Very different from the show that I was told was based on this. Of course they always are. I'm
not totally up to date on this character. Read about him in sandman but did not read the other series by Carey,
so, I suppose a lot I don't know. I'm curious enough for one more though

Shloka says

Ought to be less than 4, but I was just too glad to see Lucifer return. <3

Solace Winter says

This is what Constantine (the newest one) should have been. This is the story I wanted and was looking
forward to. Maybe people write better when they are outside of the DC world. I am not sure, but this has
everything, good art, good characters, good style, good storytelling, accumulating itself into an excellent first
go.

Jennifer says

I enjoyed this. The art is good, and it just contains elements that I generally like: puns, buddy investigators,
and a murder mystery.

Kelly Spoer says

Crap. I can log single issues of comics now? Welp! I'm gonna like fly through a million books this year...

Ok. The comic guy sold me this on the condition that I would be able to return it if I hated it.

I didn't hate it.

It's no Mike Carey, but Holly Black did make a mention that she loved both The Sandman and Lucifer, so i
gave it a chance.



And it was good enough for me to be curious about the next issue.

Thank you comic book man, thank you.

Shannon says

Even though this is a new series I still felt like I was dropped into this story somewhere in the middle. I like
Holly Black's writing usually, but something about this just feels somewhat off. I'm hoping to get more
information/backstory but if not I'll probably hunt down Mike Carey's series instead.

shartyrant says

I had read the original version of "Lucifer" in Neil Gaiman's Sandman and then Mike Carey's spin-off series
featuring the same character so I decided to give this one a whirl as it was advertised as being "Who killed
God mystery?" with Lucifer either the one who did it or did not. Something happened to Lucifer after the last
Mike Carey story. Hints are made so far, but nothing concrete revealed. At the same time, Lucifer, comes
across more…."human" than like the character Mr. Carey wrote. Ms. Black's version doesn't talk in the same
way and his interaction with other characters seems more on their level instead of separate from them which
was the way he was written previously. It is taking some adjustment as it is that different on his personality. I
am a sucker for mysteries so I'll try the next issue or the trade if it is already out, but at the moment it is too
early to say whether I find Ms. Blacks version of Carey's world as interesting or not.
(edited to correct typos/and add missing words due to tech issues)

20hrsinamerica says

I am loathe to read something by Holly Black (for a few reasons), but I desperately needed to read some
Lucifer and was already in the comic store. Suffice to say, Black writes comics significantly better than YA
books. I adore the cover art and a few of Lucifer's line had me actually LOLing.

Jess says

4.5 stars

Lauren says

I didn't expect much from this since it's revisiting a character who is now about 27 years old, and whose
iconic status was achieved long, long ago. I also didn't expect much because the Lucifer TV show premieres
today (and the trailers for it look awful) but Holly Black is a competent and capable writer, and I was happy
to be wrong about my expectations. Certainly, after one issue, I can't just hop on and say "This is as good as
Mike Carey" but it has a lot of promise contained within. Here's hoping I'll get to see it.



Kelli says

Dark and sexy, everything one wants with a Lucifer title!

Elle Markov says

4 / 5 Cover
5 / 5 Art
5 / 5 Story - God is dead???
3 /5 Entertainment - Sometimes I felt bleh.
5 / 5 Next issue? - Lucifer and Gabriel team up for a trip to hell, oh yeah
22 / 25 Total

Rating 4 out of 5
Read@Book

Sara Santos says

3,5

Steven says

Off to an intriguing start as God is dead and the Lord of Lies returns to hell.


